CHUI PORTLAND POZZOLANA CEMENT (PPC) 32.5R CEM II

FOR GENERAL APPLICATION & STRUCTURAL USE

KAMPALA CEMENT COMPANY LIMITED

FACTORY:
Plot 114, Block 165, Namataba,
Mukono District
P.O. Box 30949 Kampala, Uganda
www.kampalacement.com

SALES OFFICE & NAKAWA DEPOT:
Plot M417 Kinawataka Link,
Nakawa Industrial Area,
P.O. Box 30949 Kampala, Uganda
Tel: +256 752 914 914, 0200 999 777 / 888
Email: sales@kampalacement.com

...Build with Confidence
**PORTLAND POZZOLANA CEMENT (PPC) 32.5R CEM II**

**CHARACTERISTICS**

| Product type: | General purpose cement. Compressive strength of 32.5 MPa (N/mm²) |
| Conformity:   | Conforms to the EA standard US EAS 18-1 or (US 310) |
| Constituents: | Clinker, Gypsum and Pozzolana |
| Technical names: | Portland Pozzolana Cement CEM II/B-P 32.5 R |
| Packaging:   | Brown Paper bag |
| Weight:      | 50 kg net / Also available in Bulk |

**BENEFITS**

| The "R" Mark: | Rapidly achieves early day strength. |
| Setting time: | Fast setting for early demoulding |
| Strength:     | Achieves the desired strength of 32.5 MPa in 28 days |
| Workability:  | Low water demand, Easy to mix and apply |
| Finishing:    | Excellent bonding capabilities with concrete |
| Availability: | Countrywide in Hardware shops |
| Use:          | Block making and structural use |

**APPLICATIONS**

- Ideal for Precasting of Culverts, Kerbstones, Pavers...
- Mortar for brick laying and plastering
- Domestic poles and post foundations
- Foundations, footings and floors
- Driveways and light industrial floors
- Suspended slabs and water retaining structures
- General structural applications

**ALSO AVAILABLE IN STOCK:**

**SALES OFFICE & NAKAWA DEPOT:**
Plot M417 Kinawataka Link, Nakawa Industrial Area, P.O. Box 30949 Kampala, Uganda
Customer Care:
+256 752 914 914, 0200 999 777 / 888
Email: sales@kampalacement.com

**WE ALSO DELIVER BULK CEMENT AT YOUR DOORSTEP**